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Abstract An overview of mathematical modelling of the
human hand is given. We consider hand models from a spe-
cific background: rather than studying hands for surgical or
similar goals, we target at providing a set of tools with which
human grasping and manipulation capabilities can be studied,
and hand functionality can be described. We do this by inves-
tigating the human hand at various levels: (1) at the level of
kinematics, focussing on the movement of the bones of the
hand, not taking corresponding forces into account; (2) at
the musculotendon structure, i.e. by looking at the part of the
hand generating the forces and thus inducing the motion; and
(3) at the combination of the two, resulting in hand dynam-
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ics as well as the underlying neurocontrol. Our purpose is
to not only provide the reader with an overview of current
human hand modelling approaches but also to fill the gaps
with recent results and data, thus allowing for an encompass-
ing picture.
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1 Introduction

The human hand is one of the environmental perception
organs and the manipulation organ at our disposal. owing
to the development of the upright locomotion, the hand was
free to develop from the foot-hand (Napier 1993) to the highly
skilled manipulative hand of modern man. It has become the
contact tool to our environment; with it, we have shaped our
surroundings for thousands of years. Firstly, we built tools
and created objects for daily use. As time passed, our impact
upon nature and life on the earth increased.

We have a large number of tools specially made for us to
deal with our environment. Just think about your mug or your
mobile phone. Even your shoes are a product of our hands.

You will come to the conclusion that, without the develop-
ment of the purely manipulative hand, human development
would not have become further than that of monkeys. For
that evolution, the development of upright locomotion and
a simultaneous increase of brain size are crucial. It is all a
product of brain and hand, the cognitive possibility of tool
use and the ability of the tool.

It therefore makes sense that robotic grippers, when used
in the human environment, should be designed based upon
the function of human hands. They may look different, of
course, but should have similar gripping and manipulation
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capabilities, a comparable size, etc. Since the 1960s, robotic
gripper designs have increasingly mimicked the human
hand in efforts to obtain a manipulating tool for robots.
The aim is not to copy human grasping and manipulation,
but to design a tool for robots which can adequately deal
with the human-shaped environment and the tasks within
that environment. Early developments were born out of
prosthetics needs; for instance, the Vaduz hand in 1949
(Wilms and Nader 1951) and the Otto Bock hand in 1965
(Marguardt 1965) were some of the first electrically driven
functional hand prostheses. Later, more complex robotic
hands emerged. Still such developments pose a trade-off
in the challenge of increasing dexterity, while decreasing
weight and size; a path usually chosen is that of build-
ing tendon-driven hands, where the actuator can be more
proximal from the fingers. The first tendon-driven robotic
hands included the three-fingered Stanford/JPL (Stanford
University/NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory) hand in 1985
(Salisbury 1988, 1991) and the four-fingered MIT/Utah
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology/Utah University)
hand in 1986 (Jacobsen et al. 1986). More recently, the
German Aerospace Center (DLR) developed a tendon-driven
hand (Grebenstein and van der Smagt 2008; Grebenstein et al.
2011), kinematically shaped after the human hand. This hand
has a theoretically larger configuration space than the human
hand because of its independent joint architecture; each joint
of the 19-DoF hand is controlled by two independent motors.

When faced with such mechatronic possibilities, the ques-
tion arises whether such an independent architecture is
advantageous from a grasping and manipulation point of
view. To understand this question and how to answer it, we
want to understand grasping and manipulation, and try to
understand this based on detailed human hand models.

Most grasping tasks can be categorised in two basic grips:
Power grip and pinch grip. In power grip, the object is in the
palm of the hand and enclosed by the fingers; in pinch grip,
the object is held between the tip of the thumb and finger.
Power grip is inherently stable since the finger orientation
is prescribed and constrained by the object held. Pinch grip
requires the 6 joints between the index finger and the thumb
to be stabilised; it requires more activity of the intrinsic finger
muscles to maintain this balance.

After that, more complicated tasks such as manipulating
objects can be investigated. Based on that knowledge, a set
of abilities for different robot hands, like in medical envi-
ronments or assistive robots in home environments, can be
derived.

But, up to what extent are these functionalities a result of
the dexterity of our hands, and how much is grasping limited
by our hands? Which part of the functionality must be copied
in robotic grippers, and which part is only a ‘byproduct’ of
our biophysics? To answer these questions, we need models
of the human hand with which the grasp functionality can be

simulated. By separating the kinematic properties, involving
the position of the joints, from the dynamics and actuation,
involving the movement, we can separately investigate the
kinematic and dynamic restrictions and useful properties of
our hands.

Our first step therefore is to obtain data about human hand
kinematics (Stillfried and van der Smagt 2010; Youm et al.
1978). Second, human hand actuation has to be investigated.
With this information, a functional description of human
hand movement and force generation can be obtained.

A recent research trend has been the reduction of com-
plexity of hand control by synergies. In its basic meaning, a
synergy defines relationships between different joint angles
in the hand and can thus be used to control a whole-hand
movement by a single variable. By designing the optimal
shape of a finger, even an underactuated hand can have a sta-
ble grasp for a range of objects (Kragten and Herder 2010).
Underactuated robot hands as developed at TU Delft are able
to grasp a vast range of objects with minimal activation due
to the coupling of the joints (Kragten et al. 2011).

In this prospective paper, we want to focus mainly on
the issues of human hand modelling from kinematic, mus-
cular-tendon and dynamic point of view. Some insight on
neurological control of human hand function will be given.

2 Kinematic models

Kinematics is the study of motion without regarding the
forces which cause the motion. In the context of hand mod-
elling, it refers to a set of possible motions which a hand
can do. Generally, kinematics deals with positions, veloc-
ities and accelerations, orientations, angular velocities and
angular accelerations. Here, we mainly study positions and
orientations (the system is considered to be quasi-static).

While many studies on human hands include the wrist, in
this section we take the robotics point of view: the arm is
responsible for the pose of the end-effector (gripper, hand),
and the end-effector is responsible for the interaction with
objects. This makes the wrist a part of the arm, leaving the
palm, thumb and fingers to the hand. The palm consists of
four metacarpal (MC) bones, the fingers 2 to 5 consist of three
bones each (proximal (PP), middle (MP) and distal (DP) pha-
lanx) and the thumb consists of three bones (MC, PP and DP)
(Fig. 1). The bones are regarded as rigid segments in techni-
cal terms so the state of the quasi-static system is described
by the pose (position and orientation) of each bone. The set
of poses shall be called posture. In 3-D space, six parame-
ters are needed to define the pose of a rigid object, totalling
114 parameters for the posture—if no constraints are put on
each bone’s pose. The goal of our kinematic modelling is the
identification of the constraints on the poses of the bones.
Ideally, the resulting model describes the space of all possi-
ble postures that the hand can take on.
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Fig. 1 The bones of a human hand consist of the carpal bones, the
metacarpal (MC) bones, the proximal phalanges (PP), medial phalanges
(MP) and distal phalanges (DP). They are connected by the carpomet-
acarpal (CMC) joints, the intermetacarpal (IMC) joints, the metacar-
pophalangeal (MCP) joints, the proximal interphalangeal (PIP) joints,
the distal interphalanges (DIP) joints and the interphalangeal (IP) joint
of the thumb. The fingers are numbered as follows: 1 thumb, 2 index,
3 middle, 4 ring, 5 little

The constraints are commonly called joints. The names
for the joints are metacarpophalangeal joint (MCP) for the
joint which constrains the relative pose of the PP with respect
to the MC, proximal interphalangeal joint (PIP) for the joint
that constrains the MP pose to the PP, distal interphalangeal
joint (DIP) for the joint that constrains the DP pose to the
MP and interphalangeal joint for the joint that constrains the
pose of DP to the PP in the thumb. Constraints of the poses of
the MC to the carpal bones (=wrist bones) are called carpo-
metacarpal joints (CMC), whereas constraints between MC
poses are called intermetacarpal joints (IMC) (Fig. 1).

We do not consider the motion of the wrist. So, consider-
ing both CMC and IMC joints for each MC leads to a parallel
kinematic structure. As those are often more complicated to
deal with than serial structures, we simplify the structure
to a branching serial kinematic chain: We connect the MCs
through IMC joints and arbitrarily set the index finger MC
as the origin of the branching kinematic chain of the hand.
From there, the subchains for the thumb, index finger and
middle finger start. The kinematic subchain for the ring fin-
ger branches off at the middle finger MC, and the one for the
little finger branches off at the ring finger MC.

Simple joints can be modelled using a fixed axis of rota-
tion. This is for example done in a work by Chao et al. (1976),
where the position of the axis of rotation is estimated as the
centre of curvature of the bone, as seen on X-ray images.
Modelling with fixed rotation axes is very common, but a
few more complex models consider the pose of the rotation
axis in dependence of the joint angles [e.g. van Nierop et al.
(2008) model a switch from one axis position to another at a
certain joint angle; Leardini et al. (1999) model a foot joint as

a four-bar linkage, which results in a moving instantaneous
axis of rotation].

In order to arrive at a kinematic model, the space of possi-
ble postures is sampled and interpolated. There are different
methods for measuring the bone poses, invasive and non-
invasive. Invasive methods involve penetrating the skin to
directly measure the bone motion, e.g. by mechanical devices
(Hollister et al. 1992) or optical methods (Youm et al. 1978).
These methods are commonly carried out in vitro (on cadaver
specimens). In non-invasive methods, either the motion of
the skin is measured by optical methods (Cerveri et al. 2005)
or the motion of the bones is measured by medical imaging
(Stillfried and van der Smagt 2010).

Measuring skin motion introduces a soft tissue artefact
(STA) on the measured bone motion due to the relative
motion between skin and bone (Ryu et al. 2003). There are
methods that try to model and compensate the STA (Zhang
et al. 2003; Dexmart 2009). Of the medical imaging methods,
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), if used correctly, can
be considered non-invasive (Dempsey et al. 2002). Methods
with ionising radiation, especially computing tomography
(CT), are somewhere between invasive and non-invasive as
they lead to a slight but significant increase in the risk of
cancer (Smith-Bindman et al. 2009).

2.1 Optical tracking

In optical surface marker tracking, retro-reflective markers or
active markers are attached to the skin. They can be placed
on the joints (Cerveri et al. 2007; Metcalf et al. 2008; Zhang
et al. 2003; Choi et al. 2008) or between the joints (Cerveri
et al. 2007; Chang and Pollard 2007b; Miyata et al. 2004).

2.1.1 STA

In an experiment, we measured the motion of the skin with
respect to the bone. For this, we attached MRI-sensitive
Soledum oil capsules (Casella-med, Cologne, Germany;
spheroids with diameter 7 mm and long axis 10 mm) to the
skin of the hand. The capsules were centered over the joints
and over the middle of the segments (Fig. 2 top). We recorded
MRI images of 20 different hand postures (Table 1).

The position of each skin marker was measured as the
mean of the coordinates of the capsule volume weighted by
the intensity values:

pmm = 1!
i!V gi

"

i!V
gi xi ,

where (pm)3"1 is the resulting vector containing the posi-
tion coordinates of the skin marker, gi is the intensity value
(=grey value) at the i-th volume element of the capsule
volume V and (xi )3"1 contains the coordinates of the i-th
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Fig. 2 Measuring soft tissue artefacts (STA). Top the movement of
the skin over the bone is measured by taking MRI images with oil cap-
sules attached to the skin. Bottom movement of the oil capsule centroid
with respect to the bone in proximal-distal and palmar-dorsal direction.
The movement of markers near joints is shown with respect to the bone
proximal to the joint (except the marker near CMC1, the movement of
which is shown with respect to the bone distal to the joint). The relative
marker positions are shown in a colour indicating the flexion angle of the
associated joint. Bottom left markers on the fingernails, on the bones
between the joints and on the back of the hand. The amount of STA
indicated near the marker centroids is the maximum distance that the
marker moved from a flat-hand reference posture (in parentheses: the
flexion angle of the associated joint).Bottom right markers near joints.
The amount of STA indicated near the marker centroids is calculated
as the distance between the measured and the modelled marker posi-
tions. The modelled marker movement is a fraction of the measured
bone movement (see Sect. 2.1.1). Although the overall movement on
the joints is large, the residual STA is similar to the one on the bones.
(Color figure online)

volume element. The coordinates are given in a common
coordinate system specified using the MRI scanner.

One flat-hand posture was designated as the reference pos-
ture. The transformation of each bone from the reference
posture to the other postures was found by the point cloud
registration algorithm of Hillenbrand (2008). The algorithm
determines a statistical global transformation estimate based
on the transformations of a very large number of congruent
triangles from both point clouds. The transformation esti-
mate can be expressed as a rotation matrix (Rb)3"3 and a
translation vector (tb)3"1, or an equivalent transformation
matrix (Tb)4"4:

Tb =
#

Rmb tb
01"3 1

$
.

By premultiplying the inverse transformation matrices of
the bone poses with the marker positions (in homogeneous
coordinates), the relative position of the marker is calculated
with respect to the bone on which it sits:
#

pm,rel
1

$
= T #1

b

#
pm
1

$
.

The movement of a marker with respect to the bone is sim-
ply the difference of the relative position and the reference
position:

mm,k = pm,rel,k # pm,ref ,

where mm,k is the marker movement associated with posture
k, pm,rel,k is the relative marker position in posture k and
pm,ref is the reference marker position.

To give anatomical meaning to the marker movement,
bone coordinate systems (BCS) are introduced for each bone.
According to the recommendations of the International Soci-
ety of Biomechanics (Wu et al. 2005), the x-axis points in
palmar direction, the y-axis in proximal and the z-axis in
radial direction. The axis can either be placed manually or
automated, e.g. using a principal component analysis (see
caution remarks on this at the end of Sect. 2.2). The marker
movement is transformed to the BCS by left-multiplying with
the appropriate transformation matrix:
# Bmm

1

$
= BTMRI

#
mm
1

$
, (1)

where Bmm is the marker movement in bone coordinates
and (BTMRI)4"4 is the transformation matrix from the MRI
coordinate system to the BCS.

The markers on joints do not belong to any particular one
of the two adjacent bones. As a first step, we arbitrarily cal-
culated the relative movement of the markers on joints with
respect to the bone proximal to the joint, except for the IMC12
marker, which was associated with the MC1 bone.

Then, the movement was filtered to only include move-
ment in the longitudinal direction of the bone and in the
palmar/dorsal direction because the registration of the lon-
gitudinal bone orientation—therefore, the measurement of
the sideward marker movement—are quite noisy. The filter
consists of setting the z-component of the motion to zero:

Bmm,filt =

%

&
Bmm,x
Bmm,y

0

'

( , (2)

where Bmm,filt is the filtered marker movement and Bmm,x
and Bmm,y are the x- and y-components of Bmm.

The filtered relative marker positions are shown in Fig. 2
(bottom). The marker colour corresponds to the flexion angle
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Table 1 List of hand postures for STA measurements

Posture number Posture description

1. Flat hand with fingers and thumb adducted
2. Relaxed posture
3. Fingers and thumb spread apart and maximally extended
4. Finger closed and maximally extended, thumb maximally extended
5. MCP flexed, PIP and DIP extended
6. Thumb flexed, fingers extended
7. PIP and DIP maximally flexed, MCP extended
8. Flat hand, closed fingers, finger MCP abducted in ulnar direction
9. Flat hand, closed fingers, finger MCP abducted in radial direction
10. Maximal palm arching
11. Holding a cylindrical object as if it was a screw driver
12. Max. extension of thumb MCP and IP
13. Opposition of thumb and little finger pads, maximal flexion of thumb CMC, PIP and DIP extended
14. Thumb tip touches middle finger PIP, thumb MCP maximally flexed
15. Maximal dorsal-ulnar abduction of thumb MCP
16. Thumb tip touches ring and little finger DIP, maximal radial-palmar abduction of thumb MCP
17. Opposition of thumb and index finger tip (pinch grip)
18. Fingernails of thumb and middle finger touch, with the PIP and DIP joints moderately flexed
19. Thumb tip touches ring finger DIP, with MCP of index, middle and ring finger radially abducted
20. Fingers spread apart with MCP flexed

of the joint that seems to most influence the marker move-
ment: the DIP joints for the markers on the fingernails, on
the DIP joints and on the middle phalanges; the PIP joints for
the markers on the PIP joints and on the proximal phalanges;
and the MCP joints for the markers on metacarpal bones.

The skin motion is clearly related to the joint angles of
the nearby joints. For the purpose of interpolation, we repre-
sented the relative motion of the bones in screw axis notation
(Waldron and Schmiedeler 2008):

Tb,rel,k = T #1
b,prox,k Tb,dist,k,

#
R t
01"3 1

$
= Tb,rel,k,

u =

%

&
r3,2 # r2,3
r1,3 # r3,1
r2,1 # r1,2

'

( ,

! = sign(uT t) acos
#

1
2

)"
diag(R) # 1

*$
,

hscrew = uT t
2 ! sin !

,

pscrew = 1
2 (1 # cos !)

(I3"3 # RT) t, and

ascrew = 1
2 sin !

u,

where Tb,rel,k is the relative transformation of the distal bone
with respect to the proximal bone in posture k, T #1

b,prox is the
inverse of the transformation from the reference pose to pose
k of the proximal bone and T #1

b,dist the same of the distal bone,
R and t are the rotation and translation components of Tb,rel,k ,
u is an auxiliary vector, rm,n is the element at the m-th row
and n-th column of R, ! is the rotation angle, hscrew is the

pitch of the screw axis, pscrew is a point on the screw axis,
I3"3 is the 3 " 3 unit matrix and ascrew is the orientation of
the screw axis.

Screw axis notation divides the transformation into a rota-
tion around an axis in space (defined by pscrew, ascrew and !)
and a translation along this axis, proportional to the joint
angle (defined by hscrew, ascrew and !). The joint angle is
divided by 2 and the motion is transformed back into a trans-
formation matrix:

!m = !

2
,

Rm = rot(ascrew,!m),

tm = hscrew !m ascrew, and

Tm,k =
#

Rm (I3"3 # Rm) pscrew + tm
03"1 1

$
,

with

rot(a, q) :

=

%

&
c + c$ a2

x , c$ ax ay # az s, c$ ax az + ay s
c$ ax ay + az s, c + c$ a2

y, c$ ay az # ax s
c$ ax az # ay s, c$ ay az + ax s, c + c$ a2

z

'

(,

c = cos q,

c$ = 1 # cos q,

s = sin q,

a = (ax , ay, az)
T, and ||a|| = 1,

where Tm,k is the interpolation of Tb,rel,k at half of the move-
ment.
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The resulting transformation was applied to the reference
marker position to calculate model the joint motion-depen-
dent marker position:
#

pm,mod,k
1

$
= Tm,k

#
pm,ref

1
,

$

where pm,mod,k is the modelled marker position.
The difference between modelled and measured marker

position was formed and transformed and filtered analo-
gously to Eqs. (1) and (2):

dm,k = pm,mod,k # pm,rel,k,# Bdm,k
1

$
= BTMRI

#
dm,k

1

$
,

Bdm,filt,k =

%

&
Bdm,x,k
Bdm,y,k

0

'

(

The STA shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) are the maxima of the
2-norms of the marker movement for the markers on bones
and the maxima of the 2-norms of the model-measurement
differences for the markers on joints:

STAbone = max
k

(||Bmm,filt,k ||) and

STAjoint = max
k

(||Bdm,filt,k ||).

It turned out that this kind of interpolation explains on
average about 50 % of the marker motion on joints and typi-
cally reduces the maximum movement by as much as 60 %.

For compensating skin motion, Zhang et al. (2003) mod-
elled marker movement as a rotation around the joint axis
with an angle proportional to the joint angle. Another method
is to do a regression fit between the marker motion and the
joint angles (Dexmart 2009).

2.1.2 Number of markers

There are different approaches concerning the number of
markers per segment (MPS). Typically, at least one base
segment is fitted with three or more markers, which define
its six-dimensional pose (position and orientation). For the
other segments, some works use one MPS (Zhang et al. 2003;
Miyata et al. 2004; Cerveri et al. 2007; Choi 2008; Metcalf
et al. 2008) and some use three MPS (Cerveri et al. 2007;
Chang and Pollard 2007a).

With one MPS, there is ample space on the segments, and
relatively large markers can be used. Using three MPS, the
size of the markers is limited, requiring a high resolution
capture system. The total number of markers that need to be
labelled and the risk of marker occlusions are higher. How-
ever, the relatively stable distances between the markers on
a segment can also facilitate automatic labelling. The risk of
occlusion of all markers on a segment is actually lower than

in the one-MPS setup. Errors due to STAs are mitigated when
using three MPS because the severity of the skin movement
is different across different positions of the skin.

The identification of axis parameters in setups with one
MPS depends on the whole kinematic chain down to the base
segment. Consequently, errors in proximal axis parameters
also affect more distal joints. In setups with three MPS, each
joint can be treated separately.

We have successfully used a three-MPS setup with marker
diameters of 3 mm in a 7 MX3+ camera VICON setup plac-
ing the cameras in 75 cm distance to the observed object in
a semicircle setup. With this camera setup, we were able to
track small female hands (67 mm small finger length).

Placing more than three markers on the skin may require
even smaller markers and correspondingly higher camera
resolution. However, markers can be fixed on a segment at
certain relative positions using marker trees. This way, four
markers can easily be placed, allowing a fairly large set of
unique tetrahedrons that can be used to automatically label
the segments of the hand (Gierlach et al. 2012). The result-
ing markers can be made so small that we were able to track
hands of a 7-year-old European child.

2.2 MRI

MRI as a method for studying joint kinematics was intro-
duced by Hirsch et al. (1996) with a tarsal (foot) joint as an
example. The MRI images are segmented slice-by-slice to
form the point cloud of the bone. The movement of a bone
from one image to the next is determined by registration,
i.e. matching the point clouds. The joint parameters, such as
positions and orientations of joint axes, are fit to the measured
relative motions of one bone with respect to another. The first
application of the MRI method on human finger joints was
documented by Miyata et al. (2005). A complete MRI-based
hand kinematics model, covering the whole range of motion
of all joints, including abduction movements, was first pre-
sented by van der Smagt and Stillfried (2008). The model was
later improved to incorporate non-intersecting joint axes for
the thumb (Stillfried and van der Smagt 2010).

For registration, Hirsch et al. (1996) match the principal
axes of the point clouds, which are determined by a principal
component analysis (PCA). This method seems to work fine
in tarsal joints because of the particular shapes of the tarsal
bones. But, this is not the case in finger bones. PCA works
by determining the eigenvectors ui and eigenvalues "i of the
covariance matrix S of the point cloud (Bishop 2006):

S ui = "i ui , (3)

with

S = 1
N

N"

n=1

(xn # x̄)(xn # x̄)Tand
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x̄ = 1
N

N"

n=1

xn,

such that

"1 > "2 > "3 and

uT
i ui = 1,

and where xn are the coordinates of the n-th point of the
point cloud.

The first principal component (PC) is the eigenvector u1
with the largest eigenvalue "1, the second PC is the eigen-
vector u2 with the second largest eigenvalue "2 and so on;
i.e. the eigenvalues need to be clearly separable in all point
cloud representations of the same bone. However, we found
that in finger bones, only the first PC is clearly separated—the
ranges of eigenvalues for the second and third PC overlap.
So, more subtle features of the bones need to be exploited, as,
e.g. with the method of Hillenbrand (2008). In that method, a
very large number of congruent point triples from both point
clouds are drawn and the motions that align the point triples
are analysed statistically to find the best motion that aligns
the two point clouds.

2.3 Axis description and parameter identification

The motion of many joints can be approximated by one or
more rotation axes. The parameters of a rotation axis are its
position and its orientation. These parameters can be found
by minimising suitable cost functions. A simple case is the
hinge joint, described by a single rotation axis. If the rel-
ative motion of markers is supposed to be modelled by a
hinge joint, a circle can be fit to measured marker positions,
as, e.g. described by Chang and Pollard (2007b). The nor-
mal of the circle plane is parallel to the axis orientation, and
the axis position is defined by the centre of the circle. The
cost function is the sum of the squared distances between
all measured marker positions and their closest points on
the circle. This circle-fitting method can also work in 2-DoF
joints if the range of motion around the dominant axis is at
least twice as large as the range of motion around the sec-
ondary axis. Joints with three intersecting, mutually orthog-
onal rotation axes are also called spherical joints. A rigid
object can rotate around a spherical joint into any arbitrary
orientation, independent of the orientation of the rotation
axes. Therefore, for these joints, only the centre of rotation
(intersection point of the three axes) is of interest, and the
orientations of the axes can be chosen arbitrarily. The posi-
tions of markers on a rigid object rotating around a spherical
joint lie on concentric spheres. A closed-form method for
finding the centre of such a sphere or set of spheres is pre-
sented by Chang and Pollard (2007a), again with the sum
of squared distances of the markers from the spheres as the

cost function. There are also more complex optimisations
which require the identification of the joint angle of each
recorded posture. These include optimisations which model
the skin movement over the bone (Zhang et al. 2003) and
simultaneous optimisations of multiple axes of a kinematic
chain.

If bone pose information is available, e.g. from the reg-
istration of point clouds from MRI images, the optimisation
cost functions can include the rotational error as well as the
translational error between the measured and modelled bone
poses. In our analysis based on MRI images, we subdivided
the optimisation problem to keep the dimension of the search
space low. We first optimised the axis orientations and subse-
quently the axis positions. For the axis orientations, we used
a nested optimisation approach: In the outer optimisation, the
axis orientations were optimised, and in each iteration of the
outer cost function the joint angles were optimised in a set of
inner optimisations. The cost functions of the inner optimisa-
tions were the rotational distances between the measured and
modelled bone orientations of each posture. The measured
orientations were defined with respect to a reference pose,
while the modelled orientations were calculated by rotating
the reference pose around the respective axes. The cost func-
tion of the outer optimisation was the sum of the minima of
the inner cost functions.

Assume that we have MRI images of a hand in one ref-
erence posture and in a number of np additional postures.
Consider two bones, connected by a joint with na rotation
axes (na ! {1, 2, 3}). The point clouds of the bones are seg-
mented from the MRI image volumes and shall be denoted
Pref for the point cloud of the proximal bone in the reference
posture, and Pp for the point cloud of the proximal bone in
the p-th additional posture; Dref and Dp for the distal bone.
The point clouds are given in the coordinate system of the
MRI machine.

The output of the registration algorithm shall be given by a
rotation matrix Rp,prox and a translation vector t p,prox which
rotate and translate Pref so that it matches Pp, and by Rp,dist
and t p,dist that rotate and translate Dref to match Dp. For the
sake of modelling the joint, consider the proximal bone to
be fixed and the distal bone to move relative to the proximal
bone. The relative pose of the distal bone with respect to the
proximal bone shall be described by a rotation matrix Rp and
translation vector t p:

Rp = R#1
p,prox Rp,dist and

t p = R#1
p,prox (t p,dist # t p,prox).

The orientations of the rotation axes are identified in the
outer optimisation by minimising the mean angular distance
between the measured and modelled relative orientations of
the bone:
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{a1,opt, . . . , ana,opt} = arg min
{a1,...,ana }

np"

p=1

angle
)

Rp R#1
p,mod(a1, . . . , ana , q1,p,opt, . . . , qna,p,opt)

*
,

where a1, . . . , ana are the orientation vectors of the rotation
axes, q1,p,opt, . . . , qna,p,opt are the optimal joint angles found
by the inner optimisation and Rp,mod is the modelled relative
orientation of the bone in posture p. The angle of a rotation
described by a rotation matrix R is calculated as follows:

angle(R) = arccos
#

trace(R) # 1
2

$
.

The angular distance, angle(R1 R#1
2 ), between two orien-

tations R1 and R2 can be regarded as analogue to the Euclid-
ean distance ||x1 # x2|| between two positions x1 and x2.
The modelled orientation of the bone results from rotating
the bone in its reference posture around the rotation axes of
the joint, which corresponds to a product of rotation matrices:

Rp,mod(a1, . . . , ana , q1,p, . . . , qna,p) =
rot(a1, q1,p) · · · rot(ana , qna,p)

=:
na+

a=1

rot(aa, qa,p),

where qa,p is the rotation angle around axis a in posture p.
The inner optimisation returns, for given axis orientations,

the joint angles that minimise the angular distance between
the measured and modelled bone orientations:

{q1,p,opt, . . . , qna,p,opt} = arg min
{q1,p,...,qna ,p}

angle
)

Rp R#1
p,mod(a1, . . . , ana , q1,p, . . . , qna,p)

*
.

The positions of the rotation axes are identified by minimis-
ing the mean Euclidean distance between the measured and
modelled position of the bone centroid:

{p1,opt, . . . , pna,opt} =

arg min
{p1,...,pna }

np"

p=1

||cp # cp,mod(p1, . . . , pna )||,

where pa is a point on axis a, cp is the measured centroid
position and cp,mod is the modelled centroid position. The
bone centroid cref in the reference posture is calculated as
the mean of all points x in the point cloud of the bone:

cref = 1
nx

nx"

i=1

xi ,

where nx is the number of points in Dref . The position of the
bone centroid in the other measured postures is calculated by
transforming the reference centroid by the measured relative
motion:

Fig. 3 A kinematic hand model based on the objective functions in
Sect. 2.3, in two-DoF joints the second axis is in green colour. From
Stillfried et al. (2012). (Color figure online)

cp = Rp cref + t p.

The modelled position of the bone centroid is calcu-
lated using the optimal axis orientations and joint angles,
{a1,opt, . . . , ana,opt} and {q1,p,opt, . . . , qna,p,opt}, and the
to-be-optimised axis positions {p1, . . . , pna }:

cp,mod(p1, . . . , pna ) =
na+

a=1

,
rot(aa,opt, qa,p,opt)

-
cref+

na"

a=1

.
a#1+

b=1

(rot(ab,opt, qb,p,opt)) pa

#
a+

b=1

(rot(ab,opt, qb,p,opt)) pa

/

.

In the case of intersecting axes, Eq. (4) simplifies to:

cp,mod(p) =
na+

a=1

,
rot(aa,opt, qa,p,opt)

-
(cref # p) + p.

A kinematic hand model based on above equations is
shown in Fig. 3.
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2.4 Instantaneous axis of rotation

When studying joint motion, it is useful to consider the con-
cept of the instantaneous axis of rotation. The movement
between any two poses of a rigid body can be described
as a rotation around an axis in space and a translation
along that axis. The axis is called helical axis, and in the
case of infinitesimal movements, instantaneous helical axis
(Woltring et al. 1987). If there is no translation along the axis,
or if the translation is neglected, the axis is called instanta-
neous axis of rotation (IAR).

In ideal hinge joints, the IAR stays at the same location
throughout the whole movement. An example of an 1-DoF
joint with a varying IAR is a four-bar linkage. Also, in bio-
logical joints, the IAR changes position during movement.
This occurs because the curvature of the joint surface is not
exactly the same in all parts of the surface, and the motion is
additionally guided by ligaments.

For example, the curvature for a finger PIP joint is larger
when the finger is close to a stretched-out position and smaller
when it is bent (van Nierop et al. 2008). This is significant
in the modelling of finger dynamics, as the moment arms
of the tendons are calculated as the perpendicular distance
from the IAR. Just to mention another approach, a different
method avoiding the calculation of the IAR for moment arms
could be employed if data about the muscle-tendon excursion
is available. In that case, the tendon moment arms could be
obtained by the derivative of the muscle-tendon excursion
with respect to joint angle.

Still, these joints are often approximated as simple hinge
joints, due to several reasons. Firstly, a moving IAR is more
complex than a fixed one, requiring additional parameters
to describe the motion. Secondly, the IAR cannot be mea-
sured exactly, as infinitesimal movements are impossible to
measure. Thirdly, even approximating the IAR is difficult
because this requires the measurement of small movements,
leading to a low ratio of measured movement to measure-
ment error (signal-to-noise ratio). The last problem can be
overcome by smoothing and interpolating the motion with
splines, as described by Woltring et al. (1987).

2.5 Synergies

As mentioned in the introduction, synergies reduce the com-
plexity of common hand postures by finding couplings of
joint angles. These couplings can be mechanical, as for exam-
ple the coupling between the PIP and DIP joint. But, they can
also be a constraint by the control system (central and periph-
eral nervous system) on the hand postures: even though the
hand is capable of many more postures, in most situations
only a subset of the postures is used. A simple way of find-
ing the postural synergies within a set of measured postures
is described by Santello et al. (1998): the joint angles of the

measured postures are regarded as points in a space whose
dimension is the number na of joint axes in the hand. On
this set of points, a PCA is performed (see Eq. (3), here with
i ! {1, . . . , na}). The sum of eigenvalues of the first n PC
divided by the sum of eigenvalues of all PC is the variance
v of the joint angles that is explained by these n PC (Bishop
2006):

v =
n"

i=1

"i

0 na"

i=1

"i .

Santello (Santello et al. 1998) shows that many grasp shapes
can be achieved by controlling two or three synergies only:
the grasps of 57 imagined objects could be reproduced by two
synergies with an average v of 84 % and by three synergies
with an average v of 90 %.

The concept of synergies can be extended to forces
(Gabiccini et al. 2011). A related topic is complexity reduc-
tion in sensing, e.g. processing the signals from some hundred
mechanoreceptors in the fingertips into the perception of the
shape of an object.

3 Musculoskeletal models

The musculoskeletal anatomy of the hand and wrist is one of
the most complex system of the human body. It consists of
27 bones and 45 muscles with at least 23 degrees of freedom
at the joints, if the wrist is considered as a 2-DoF joint. The
motions of the fingers are controlled by a combination of
extrinsic muscles: flexor digitorum profundus (FDP), flexor
digitorum superficialis (FDS), extensor digitorum (ED) and
the intrinsic muscles: dorsal and palmar interossei and lumb-
ricals (4).

A pioneer in describing human fingers using a muscu-
loskeletal model was Landsmeer (1961). In his paper, the
2-D finger movement patterns are described depending on
the combination of the agonistic and antagonistic muscles
activation mechanisms.

There are many challenges in modelling the musculoskel-
etal anatomy of the hand: routing of the long poly-articular
muscles via the joints; modelling the extensor web of the
fingers (Fig. 4); implementing the inter-tendon and inter-
muscle connections and joint coupling of the fingers and
wrist. These topics are addressed in several existing hand
and finger models.

3.1 Intrinsic finger muscles and the extensor web

The interossei and lumbricals form the intrinsic muscles
which originate in the palm of the hand and inserting into
the extensor web of the fingers or thumb (Fig. 4). The lum-
bricalis originates from the FDP tendon and inserts into the
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First palmar interosseous muscle

First dorsal interosseous muscle

Extensor digitorum tendon

Extensor digitorum tendon

First dorsal interosseous muscle

Transverse fiber

Central slip

Terminal slip

Terminal slip

Central slip

Lateral band

Lumbrical muscle

Lateral band Lumbrical muscle

Transverse fiber

Fig. 4 Extensor web of the index finger of a right hand including exten-
sor digitorum tendon, lumbrical and interossei muscles: top lateral view;
bottom dorsal view

Fig. 5 Delft Hand Model structure of the extensor web with the EDC
and intrinsic muscles included

extensor mechanism of the fingers, making it the only muscle
in the human body not directly being connected to the bones.
Owing to its tendon-based origin, it can affect the FDP flex-
ion force, as well as the extension of the distal finger joints.
Furthermore, the lumbricalis is thought to be an MCP joint
flexor and PIP and DIP joint extensor.

Although the extrinsic flexors are expected to be the main
force-producing muscles in power grip due to its inherent
stability, previous studies observed high activation levels of
the intrinsic muscles in this grip (Long et al. 1970; Sancho-
Bru et al. 2001). Moreover, Kozin et al. (1999) observed a
49 % reduction of power grip force when the intrinsic mus-
cles were paralysed by a nerve block. This effect was even
stronger on pinch grip with a 85 % pinch force reduction due
to the nerve block. To increase the understanding of the role
of the intrinsic muscles of the hand, musculoskeletal models
can be of great use.

The first 3-D normative hand model which includes the
intrinsic hand musculature was introduced by An et al.
(1979). This model consists of four independent fingers. For
each of the fingers, the full muscular anatomy was imple-
mented, including the extrinsic tendons and the intrinsic hand
muscles. The model was based on the anatomy of 10 normal
hand specimens. The anatomical data were derived using ten-

don markers in combination with 2-D X-rays. A two-point
technique was implemented to model the lateral bands of
the extensor mechanism at the PIP joint resulting in joint-
dependent moment arms at the PIP joints. This model was
later implemented in the commercial software ANYBODY
for the thumb (Wu et al. 2009) and the index finger (Wu et al.
2010).

The extensor mechanism of the fingers, including the
intrinsic musculature, has been modelled extensively by
Valero-Cuevas et al. (1998) and Sancho-Bru et al. (2001).
The model of the extensor mechanism was based on the Win-
slow’s rhombus representation (Zancolli 1979).

Most extensor models described here give a complete rep-
resentation of the intrinsic musculature and the extensor web
at the level of the individual fingers. However, the coupling
between the fingers and interaction with the wrist was not
implemented in the model. This is a limitation when investi-
gating human grasping.

3.2 Wrist-finger joint coupling

The interaction between fingers and the wrist is an important
aspect in grasping. During grasping, the grip force depends
on the wrist orientation; when the wrist is flexed, the flexion
force of the finger is reduced due to slackening of the extrin-
sic finger flexors (Dempsey and Ayoub 1994). Therefore, the
wrist needs to be stabilised in a slightly extended position to
achieve maximum grasp force (Li et al. 2002). In addition,
during finger flexion, the extrinsic tendons exert a flexion
moment at the wrist which will need to be compensated for
by the wrist extensors (Snijders et al. 1987).

Holzbaur et al. (2005) developed an upper extremity
model including the shoulder and elbow, the wrist, thumb
and index finger. This model can provide some insight into
the wrist-finger joint coupling. However, since it does not
include the intrinsic hand muscles, it can therefore not be
used to fully evaluate hand function. In addition to the model,
they presented an extensive study of upper limb musculature
in ten living subjects using MRI (Holzbaur et al. 2006, 2007).
This study provides valuable data on the wrist and extrinsic
hand muscle anatomy.

3.3 Complete hand and wrist model

The authors are not aware of a complete musculoskeletal
model of the hand and wrist. Such a model incorporates the
complete muscle-tendon structures, intrinsic and extrinsic of
the forearm and hand, accurate joint axis definitions and seg-
ment inertia and can be driven inverse and forward dynamic.
Therefore, a complete biomechanical hand and wrist model
is being developed at Delft University of Technology. The
model comprises the lower arm, wrist, hand, thumb and
four fingers. The model is Fortran based and developed on
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the same platform as the Delft Shoulder and Elbow Model
(van der Helm 1994).

The Delft Hand Model consist of 22 rigid bodies: Ulna,
radius, the carpal bones as a single body, metacarpals and the
phalanges, and it has 23 DoF at the joints. The anatomical
structure of the model is based the anatomical data obtained
through dissection and 3-D digitisation of the anatomy of
one cadaveric lower arm specimen. A total of 45 muscles are
implemented. The model of the extensor web of the fingers,
including the interossei and lumbricals is depicted in Fig. 5.
The inverse-dynamic version of the model uses external
forces and joint kinematics as an input, and derives the muscle
activation through a minimal-energy optimisation criterion.

Inverse dynamic simulations using the model were per-
formed for MCP flexion motion of the fingers and a pinch
grip. In MCP flexion both FDP and FDS were active as well
as the lumbricals, while there was no ED activation at the fin-
gers. This indicates that the lumbricals are important in mod-
ifying the flexion moment at the MCP joint. For the pinch
grip, in addition to the thumb and index finger flexors, the
interosseus muscle was active. At the level of the wrist, the
wrist extensor muscles showed a substantial activation dur-
ing pinch grip, showing the importance of including the wrist
in a hand model when studying human grasping. In the near
future the Delft Hand Model will be validated more exten-
sively to make it suitable for studying a broad range of grasps.

4 Forward dynamic models

Dynamic models describe the movement of objects as caused
by internal or external forces working on them. For human
hand modelling, this means motions as caused by muscle
force patterns which results in a tendon/bone movement
pattern.

In historical studies before 1867, finger movement was
observed visually and by feeling muscles with the hand in
healthy and non healthy persons. With the aid of clinical
studies hand function was investigated. Later methods used
electro stimuli to activate a special region of muscle/s and
the effect on the hand was observed. Nevertheless, using
these methods not all effects could be explained. In 1867
Duchenne (de Boulogne) helped himself by studying human
hand movement using an artificially driven human skeleton.
He dissected a human forearm with a hand and replaced the
tendon structure by strings which he then ‘played’ by hand.
He noted that a fairly complex ‘play’ resulted in a ‘natural’
finger movement.

More than a 100 years later, the facilities for doing such
investigations have changed considerably. Cooling systems
and precise sensors are available. An et al. carried out
basic studies on cadavers investigating tendon excursion and
moment arm of index finger muscles by applying a 5 N weight

to the tendons in (An et al. 1983). The joints of the index
finger were fixated except one, on which the angle was mea-
sured using an electric goniometer. The finger was moved
passively and slowly while the displacement of each tendon
was measured. Buford et al. (2005) developed these types of
measurement to investigate muscle contributions to move-
ment of the MCP. Measuring angle displacement and tendon
excursions in a first experiment, muscle moment arms and
joint moments were calculated. In a second experiment, he
validated the first one by attaching weights to the tendons
and measuring moments on the fingertip.

Another important development was the invention of
motion tracking systems, from which optical tracking is
described in Sect. 2.1. They provided a precise measurement
of movement. Regarding the hand, finger movements could
be recorded in free movements and couplings between joints
could be quantised (Hahn et al. 1995). Similarly, (Leijnse
1998) developed an apparatus which uses anatomical limi-
tations to measure in contact in vivo deep flexor forces and
couplings between these.

In the past 10 years, the developments of in vivo measure-
ments have expanded. Now, it is possible to measure tendon
forces quasi directly by taking advantage of surgical proce-
dures such as open carpal tunnel release (Dennerlein 2005).
But, these occasions are very rare and additional risk and
sensory effects have to be taken into account. For example,
the use of buckle transducers leads to a change of tendon
length, which affects the length-tension curve of the muscle
(Fleming and Beynnon 2004). Therefore, additional in situ
calibrations are required.

In Pittsburgh, another method was defined after 2000. In
order to be able to study the human hand function, without the
needs of cadavers, an Anatomically Correct Testbed (ACT)
was designed (Chang and Matsuoka 2006; Wilkinson et al.
2003). The test bed tries to mimic parts of the human hand
apparatus as close as possible in an attempt at replicating the
biomechanical function of the hand.

4.1 Dynamics and contact tasks

In a highly complex system like the human hand, many
effects play a part in dynamic movement. Moving a human
hand raises issues like

1. Joint friction (Alexander 1992),
2. Joint behaviour under different joint loads,
3. Influence of skin and to the tendon attached tissue,
4. Tendon path changes,

and so forth. Also, force transfer is crucial for the human
hand as it is made for contact and manipulating purpose.
The force output on the finger tip is highly joint depen-
dent (Sect. 3.2). Forces in the human hand, especially in the
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fingers, provide stable grasp and precise manipulation of
objects. This includes slipping of the object as well as rotat-
ing the object wherever not wanted. For very delicate objects,
even deformation has to be avoided. A contrasting function
would be the application of a force to deform an object being
sculpted.

We focus more on muscle activation patterns and resultant
positions/forces. These patterns are a function of the joints
moved by the tendons and fingertip force (Dennerlein 2005).
Valero-Cuevas et al. (1998) observed that in case of large
index fingertip forces the pattern of muscle activation is sub-
ject independent. This is a surprising result considering the
structural variability in human hands (Schmitt2003).

4.2 The purpose of the models

According to An et al. (1983), a major benefit of hand
research is the proper reconstruction of the damaged hand.
Valero-Cuevas provides a tool for measuring and quantify-
ing anatomical structures which are crucial for grasp abilities
of patients who have to undergo surgery (Valero-Cuevas and
Laboratory 2000). Kamper is investigating human hands of
healthy subjects and stroke patients for rehabilitation (Seo
et al. 2010). The ACT hand (Despande 2013) targets vari-
ous issues, serving as a realistic model for surgeons to dry-
practice reconstructive surgery, but also to investigate neural
control as well as for high-precision teleoperation and pros-
thetics.

But, there are also different reasons for hand modelling:
Leijnse (2012, Personal communication) desires to model
effects from tendon sheets and tendon coupling in musician
hands with the final goal to explain dystonia and to develop
new treatments.

We like to add one more reason studying human hand
function. Our incentive is to understand human grasping,
to extract functional properties with the final goal to opti-
mise robotic grasping by building mechatronically simpler
hands with at least similar grasping and manipulation capa-
bilities. For instance, a robotic system currently under devel-
opment (see Sect. 1) has an independent joint architecture in
the hand, which may or may not be advantageous in grasp-
ing. Which independence of joints do we need in ‘normal’
grasping tasks? Conversely, the control of such an indepen-
dent architecture is very challenging. By adding synergies
(see Sect. 2.5), we can reduce the complexity of control, but
we also want to keep a certain, currently unquantified, level
of dexterity.

4.3 The neuroscience of grasping

Certainly, as described above, there are various per-indi-
vidual synergies given by interconnections between finger
tendons and shared ligaments, which constrain the move-

ment of the fingers. Indeed, there is quite some variability
between hands, resulting in minute, but sometimes relevant
differences between hand use and manipulability since they
lead to different synergistic effects and manipulation ‘restric-
tions’. A sufficient description of spinal, cerebellar and cor-
tical causes of synergies is not available. Nevertheless, given
the structural components of the neuronal circuitry, there can
be little doubt that the brain really works in terms of synergies
also when it comes to hand control. The neuronal connections
from the motor areas of the neocortex down to the spinal cord
are characterised by widely divergent terminations, targeting
multiple motorneuron pools (each motorneuron pool inner-
vating a single muscle) (Shinoda et al. 1986, 1986). In addi-
tion, the main effect of the so called corticospinal tract is not
exerted directly on the motorneurons innervating the muscle,
but rather indirectly via a large pool of premotor spinal inter-
neurons (Jankowska 1992; Bortoff and Strick 1993; Isa et al.
2006; Alstermark et al. 2007). Also, spinal premotor neurons
have a divergent innervation to target multiple motorneuron
pools (Alstermark et al. 1991; Jankowska 1992; Takei and
Seki 2010). In other words, all connections, which serve as
the infrastructure for neural motor control is naturally syner-
gistic, i.e. they do not target single muscles in a point-to-point
fashion. Furthermore, the spinal interneurons feature a rich
sensory feedback from skin tactile sensors, muscle tendon
organs and muscle spindles (Jankowska 1992). Since spinal
premotor interneurons have either excitatory or inhibitory
effects on motorneurons, and the two types exists in about
equal proportions, sensory feedback evoked during a move-
ment will become an integral part of the motor command
issued from the cortex. This circuitry could be used to ensure
stability in the interaction between a finger and an object, for
example in a grasp, to regulate finger stiffness and additional
features (Raphael et al. 2010) including such that remains
yet to be discovered.

5 Outlook

With the combination of the kinematic hand model, muscu-
loskeletal model and dynamic model, many insights can be
obtained which will be applicable in the field of robotic hand
design and the clinic.

5.1 Universal kinematic hand model

Going back to synergies (Sect. 2.5), we like to take the con-
cept of synergies to a meta-level: while postural synergies
reduce the complexity of hand postures and movements
within an individual hand, the new ‘meta-synergies’ would
be a small set of parameters that describes the variability
of hand kinematics between individuals. For this, we acquire
the joint axis parameters of many subjects. With these ‘meta-
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synergies’, the similarities and differences between subjects
can be found. The similarities will form the basis for a general
hand model, while the differences will be described with as
little parameters as possible. Ideally, with these parameters,
the general hand model can be adjusted to fit the kinematics of
any individual hand. If the similarities found between human
hands will be large compared to the differences, it will be
much easier to create kinematic models of individual hands.

With a better kinematic model, the joint angles can be
measured more precisely, either with an optical tracking sys-
tem or a data glove. The accurate joint angles derived using
the kinematic model can be of great use as an input for the
Delft Hand model.

5.2 Musculoskeletal hand model

The proposed Delft hand and wrist model will be the first
complete hand and wrist model including the intrinsic mus-
culature and wrist finger coupling. Such a detailed model can
provide valuable insights in the underlying mechanisms of
hand function.

In addition to the joint kinematics, insights can be obtained
in joint forces and the muscle activation patterns using the
musculoskeletal model. These activation patterns can serve
as input to dynamic measurements (Sect. 4.1). Using pre-
knowledge reduces the area of search for valid muscle acti-
vation patterns for a specific movements.

5.3 Telemanipulation

An individualised kinematic model of the hand will prove
useful, for example, in telemanipulation scenarios, in which
a robot hand is used by different operators. A good kine-
matic model of the operator’s hand will improve the mapping
between the motions of the operator and the robot.

5.4 Prosthetics

Another application of kinematic hand models is the mechan-
ical design of anthropomorphic robot hands. One could for
example imagine a modular prosthetic hand the segments
of which are adapted to the dimensions of the intact hand
in unilateral amputees, or to other body dimensions in bilat-
eral amputees. The rapid prototyping technology used for the
iLimb hand (Touch Bionics, Inc., Livingston, UK) precisely
enables such modularity.

5.5 Control

Improved models of postural synergies (Sect. 2.5) can help
to make the control of robot hands much easier. Instead of
having to control all joint axes, only a small number of com-
binations of joint axes is controlled. If the synergies can be

implemented in the mechanics of a hand of a robot, that robot
will need fewer motors, possibly reducing the weight of either
the hand or the forearm, wherever the place of the hand driv-
ing elements is foreseen in the design of the robot. Both
of these issues are also highly relevant for hand prostheses,
where strict constraints on the weight must be taken into
account.

5.6 Clinical diagnostics, training and surgery

In the clinic, a more detailed knowledge about hand kine-
matics and dynamics can be used to improve diagnostic and
reconstructive surgery. With a computable model, adaptable
to every person, first the disease can be diagnosed and differ-
ent solutions to restore hand functionality can be validated
using such models. This applies to functional recovery of
hand kinematics as well as the reconstruction of grasp force.

The Delft Hand Model can provide further insights in the
mechanical causes of diseases affecting the hand such as
osteoarthritis. The model can also be a valuable training tool
for future hand surgeons. At a later stage, patient-specific
versions of the Delft hand and wrist model can be imple-
mented in the clinical planning by predicting outcomes of
surgical procedures such as tendon transfers.

5.7 Human-robot interaction

Especially for the case of human robot interaction—for
example in household applications—the robot hand can be
designed with a more ‘natural’ behaviour. One major chal-
lenge for robotic systems is to deal with ‘our’ surroundings.
Similar kinematics and dynamics are a simple, but effec-
tive way to optimise integrability of such robotic systems.
Another important advantage is the more intuitive interaction
with such devices. Musculoskeletal hand and wrist models
can serve as an inspiration for robotic hands, by provid-
ing insight in the natural impedance of the musculoskeletal
system.
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